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STFL-DDR: Improving the Energy-Efficiency of
Memory Interface
Payman Behnam and Mahdi Nazm Bojnordi
Abstract—Power dissipation is a significant problem limiting the performance of today’s computer systems. One of the main
contributors to power consumption in microprocessors is data movement in cache and memory interface. Several solutions such as low
power interconnects, energy-aware data encoding, and low power signaling have been proposed to mitigate this problem. Almost all of
these techniques result in a significant system performance degradation. This article examines the application of a novel technique,
called STFL-DDR, for hybrid signaling on low-power DRAM interface. To keep the power consumption low, STFL-DDR employs a
high-performance clock rate for transferring data on low power wires. To avoid any signal deterioration, STFL-DDR employs data
encoding/decoding to prevent each wire from switching in any two consecutive cycles. STFL-DDR creates new opportunities for
optimizing the energy-efficiency of DRAM systems. We compare the efficiency of STFL-DDR with the state-of-the-art methods by
simulating a mix of 12 parallel benchmark applications on a muticore system. Our simulation results indicate that STFL can reduce the
energy consumption of a contemporary DRAM interface by 17% as compared to an LPDDR baseline while achieving the throughput of
a high-performance DRAM. Applying STFL to both last level cache and DRAM interface results in improving the system energy,
energy-delay product, and performance by 8%, 15%, and 9% respectively. Compared with a high-performance memory interface, STFL
improves the system energy and energy-delay product by 25% and 75%, while reaching 98% of the average performance of the
high-performance system.
Index Terms—Memory Interface, Low Power Wires, Energy-efficiency, Hybrid Signaling.
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I NTRODUCTION

Transferring data over off-chip wires consumes more than
20% of the overall DRAM energy [1]. Figure 1 shows an
energy breakdown for a multicore processor running a set
of memory intensive parallel applications. 1 As illustrated in
this figure, the last level cache (LLC) and DRAM IO together
consume about 33% of the overall system energy. Recent
studies show that the data movement energy is a dominant
energy consumer for modern computer systems [2], [3], [4].
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Fig. 1. Example system energy breakdown for a multicore processor.

Bit time is defined by the amount of time required
for sending a single bit of information over a wire. The
peak bandwidth of the wire is defined by the number of
possible bit times per second. To increase the bandwidth
of the wire, we can increase the number of bit times per
second. Increasing the number of bit times may result in
an increased number of switchings between a low and a
high voltage levels. The higher the switching activity, the
more dynamic power consumption. Based on the dynamic
power equation P = αCV 2 f , numerous techniques have
been introduced to reduce power by lowering the switching
activity (α), capacitance (C), voltage (V ), and frequency
(f ). In our recent work [5], we propose STFL to improve
the bandwidth and energy efficiency of low power wires in
LLCs. In this article, we extend the application of STFL to
DRAM interfaces using novel microarchitectural techniques.
1. Detailed explanation of the system configurations is provided in
Section 5.

DRAM data bus consumes energy due to signal transitions (wire flips) for transferring data bits and on-die
termination. Every wire flip expends energy for charging/discharging a wire capacitance. On-die termination circuit consumes energy for impedance matching and mitigating signal reflection in the data wires. A termination circuit
enables a higher data rate in modern DRAM interfaces
at the cost of dissipating a significant amount of DRAM
energy. To alleviate this problem, asymmetric termination
designs, such as DDR4 [6], GDDR4/5 [7], and LPDDR4 [8],
have been proposed to reduce power consumption in high
performance interfaces. However, significant power reductions are only possible through low power DRAM interfaces
that leverage low voltage-swing signaling and unterminated
wires—e.g., LPDDR3 [9]. Regrettably, the bandwidth and
energy efficiency of these techniques are limited mainly due
to the significant reduction in the frequency of interface.
We examine a microarchitectural solution to achieve a
higher bandwidth in low power DRAM interfaces. The key
bottleneck to achieve a high bandwidth in low power wires
is the transition speed that relates to the wire characteristic;
and is hard to change. Despite this limitation, we propose
to signal data bits at high rates on low power wires. To avoid
signal deterioration when sending consecutive transitions,
we pause the transmission by injecting delay cycles after
each transition. Furthermore, we propose a simple encoding
technique to reduce the number of transitions per transferred data and signal the voltage levels faster to reduce the
transfer time. To the best our knowledge, STFL is the first
architectural solution for hybrid signaling on low power
cache and DRAM interfaces. While the area and power
overheads of the encoding/decoding circuits are comparable to the state-of-the-art techniques, the system energy
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and performance potentials of the proposed solution are
considerable. We demonstrate the efficiency of our method
when we apply STFL to the DRAM interface and both
DRAM and cache interfaces. Our simulation results over
a mix of 12 parallel benchmark applications running on
a multirate system shows that STFL improves the DRAM
interface energy by 17% as compared to a low power DRAM
interface. In addition, STFL is applied to both last level cache
and DRAM interface to improve the system energy, energydelay product, and performance averages by 8%, 15%, and
9% respectively.

2

BACKGROUND

This section provides the necessary background on data
communication in modern memory systems and the relevant energy optimization techniques.
2.1

Bus Termination in DRAM Interface

Terminated DRAM buses can reach a higher performance
than unterminated interfaces because of the reduction in
signal reflection within off-chip wires; however, they dissipate more energy due to on-die termination [10]. A basic
on-die termination circuit comprises a switch (T ) and a
resistor (Rterm ) that matches the impedance of data wires.
On every data reception, the switch is on and a DC current
flows through the resistor that results in energy dissipation.
Numerous techniques have been proposed to reduce this
DC current. For example, DDR4 has adopted a pseudo open
drain technique to address this problem (Figure 2(a)). On
transferring a 1, T0 and T1 are on and off, respectively;
since Rterm is connected to VDD, no DC current flows
through the resistor. However, on transferring a 0, T1 is on
that results in a DC current flowing through the resistor,
thereby dissipating energy. In contrast, LPDDR3 [9] adopts
an unterminated ( slower) interface to reduce the power
consumption in data wires (Figure 2(b)). On every wire flip,
a load capacitance (C ) is charged/discharged that results
in switching power. The absence of a termination circuit
narrows down the interface power only to signal transitions.
The proposed STFL-DDR employs unterminated wires for
sending data bits to completely remove the termination
power in data bus; it leverages a novel frequency aware
encoding to improve the bit rates in low power wires and
exploits data locality to further reduce the switching activity
in unterminated wires.
(a) Pseudo Open Drain
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Fig. 2. Pseudo open drain (a) and unterminated (b) memory interfaces.

2.2

Energy-Efficient Data Encoding

Data encoding is a popular way to reduce switching activity
and dynamic power consumption over the LLC and DRAM

interfaces. Numerous techniques have been proposed for
energy efficient data encoding. Bus invert coding (BIC)
sends the data or its complement: the one that leads to less
switching activity [11]. Data bus inversion (DBI) [12] applies
the BIC technique to open drain interfaces like GDDR5,
DDR4, and LPDDR4 to reduce power consumption.
DESC [13] sends a transition per data chunk (a group of 4
bits) on data wires while using synchronized counters at the
sender and receiver to represent data in terms of the elapsed
cycles between two consecutive transitions. Due to guaranteeing up to one transition per data chunk, DESC decreases
the switching activity of wires; however, the transmission
time depends on the value of data chuck that is typically
longer than binary encoding. Adaptive time-based encoding
[14] monitors the application phases and memory burst over
the data bus at run time and applies either binary encoding
or DESC encoding to improve energy-efficiency. Flip-NWrite [15] applies a bus inversion coding to the phasechange memories to reduce the write energy. CAFO [16]
is a cost aware flip optimization method suitable for nonvolatile memories with asymmetric endurance and energy
for writing 1 and 0. The goal of CAFO is to minimize the cost
of write operations. SETS [17] makes use of limited weight
codes [18] to make the wire energy proportional to the
blocks’ Hamming weight.MiL [19] has shown an application
of sparse encoding to the DDR4 interface.
History based methods utilize the similarities between
the past and future data blocks to reduce switching activity.
For example, bitwise difference (BD) encoding [20] utilizes a
table to detect similarities between data words sent over the
bus and sends the difference between the current data and
the most similar entry of the table. Recent work on online
data clustering and encoding [21] clusters data blocks at
the transmitter and receiver sides. It computes the cluster
centers and sends the difference between the data block and
the closest center along with its ID.
Due to the ever-increasing bandwidth demand in GPU
systems, energy consumption of high speed DRAM interfaces has become a significant challenge. Lee et al. propose
a mechanism that captures data similarities across GPU
DRAM transactions to reduce the data movement energy
in terminated, pseudo open drain I/O interfaces [22].

3

STFL C ODING

STFL proposes a hybrid technique for slow-transition, fastlevel (STFL) signaling that creates a balance between power
and bandwidth in the last level cache and DRAM interfaces. Transition speed is the key bandwidth bottleneck in
low power wires. STFL employs a hybrid technique that
transfers signal levels faster and reduces the number of
transitions in every data block. Instead of using binary encoding that represents 1s and 0s with two different voltage
levels, STFL exploits signal transitions that map every 1 to
a signal transition on the wire and every 0 to the absence of
wire transitions. This creates an opportunity for controlling
the bit flips over wires via data encoding. In addition,
STFL sends and receives data at a high clock rate. The
main problem is the signal deterioration that may happen
when transferring consecutive transitions. To address this
problem, STFL detects each transition and injects a delay
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employs nine data wires for transferring eight data bits and
a mode bit2 ; therefore, a DIMM provides a 64-bit data bus.
STFL-DDR employs the same unterminated wires as used
in the LPDDR3 (800MHz) data bus for the data bits and a
pseudo open drain wire as used in DDR4 (1600MHz) for the
mode bit.
Every data wire is connected to an STFL-DDR transmitter and an STFL-DDR receiver. STFL-DDR employs the
encoder/decoder unit to control every group of eight
transmitter-receiver pairs. The transmitter transfers a byte
by generating a set of transitions (wire flips) on a data wire;
while, the receiver retrieves the original data from those
transitions.
...

cycle (0) after the transition (1). The STFL receiver detects
the transitions and removes those inserted dummy delay
cycles (0).
Figure 3 demonstrates an example of sending a four-bit
data (0011) by making use of high speed wire, low power
wire, and STFL interface. The high speed wire sends data
with the fastest transmission time (t). However, it needs
a high voltage that leads to a high power consumption.
The low power wire has the longest transmission time (2t)
and the least power consumption. STFL is a hybrid data
transmission technique that consumes similar power to the
low power technique. With the help of the dummy cycles
(D), STFL is able to send 0s at a higher rate than 1s, thereby
reducing the overall transition time from 2t to 1.5t. As a
result of optimizing both power and time, STFL is now
able to improve the energy efficiency of data transmission
compared to the other two techniques.
1
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Fig. 5. Illustrative example of the proposed STFL-DDR interface.
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Fig. 3. Transferring a 4-bit data with transition signaling on high speed wire
(a), low power wire (b), and STFL interface (c) [5].

4

A PPLYING STFL TO DRAM I NTERFACE

DRAM power and bandwidth are crucial to the energy
efficiency and performance of computer systems. Therefore,
numerous optimization techniques have been proposed in
the literature to improve the efficiency of DRAM subsystems [1], [23]. Memory IO dissipates an increasingly significant amount of DRAM energy as more memory bandwidth
is utilized. Figure 4 shows the IO power and the peak memory bandwidth provided by various DRAM generations
and the proposed STFL-DDR mechanism. LPDDR interfaces
consume a lower power at the cost of limiting the memory
bandwidth compared to DDR. Instead, STFL-DDR strikes
a balance between power and bandwidth by employing
low power wires from LPDDR3 to transfer data bits and
high performance wires from DDR4 to carry the clock and
control signals. A controller is used to efficiently manage
data movement in the proposed memory interface.

25

20

As show in Figure 6, the transmitter follows multiple
steps to generate appropriate transitions for every input
data. STFL-DDR restricts the number of transferred 1s per
transmission to reduce the number of transitions. First, a
population counter computes the Hamming weight of each
byte; if the result is greater than four, the inverted data
(otherwise, the original data) is stored in a parallel-in, serialout shift register. This inversion is necessary to guarantee
that no more than four 1s will be transferred on the data
wire. Then, the contents of the shift register are serially read
and converted into wire flips using a transition generator
circuit consisting of a latch and an XOR gate. Similar to the
STFL-LLC transmitter [5], a delay injector circuit controls the
shift register by maintaining the previous output value and
disabling the shift operation if the value is a 1. A transition
generator circuit translates STFL codes into switchings in
DRAM data bus. Despite using a high speed clock signal,
the delay injector logic can avoid generating two transitions
in consecutive cycles; as a result, the transmitter can keep
the maximum transition rate on every data wire below 1.6
giga transitions per second.
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Fig. 6. Illustrative example of the proposed transmitter for STFL-DDR inter-
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Fig. 4. Energy efficiency of STFL-DDR and conventional DRAM interfaces.

Figure 5 illustrates an example data movement between
a CPU and an eight-chip DRAM DIMM using STFL-DDR.
Similar to DDR4 and LPDDR3, each of the DRAM chips

4.2

STFL-DDR Reception

The receiver comprises a transition detector and a serial-in,
parallel-out shift register ( Figure 7). The transition detector
2. The mode bit in DDR4 and LPDDR3 indicates if data bus inversion
(DBI) is applied to the data bits [12].
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employs an XOR gate and a flip-flop to convert every
transition to a 1 and the absence of a transition to a 0. The
resultant bit stream is then sent to the shift register. STFLDDR identifies and removes dummy 0s from the received
stream simply by pausing the shift register and overwriting the previously received bit. Finally, the shift register’s
contents are XORed with the corresponding inversion bit to
retrieve the original data. Notice that both the STFL-DDR
transmitter and receiver operate at the high interface clock
frequency.
STFL-DDR Receiver
...

F

Shift

Shift Register

Transition
Detector

Inversion from mode
Fig. 7. Illustrative example of the proposed receiver for STFL-DDR interface.

4.3

Optimizing STFL Codes for DRAM

In addition to the transmitter and receiver, STFL-DDR employs a simple encoder to further improve power consumption in the memory interface. The key idea is to reduce
the number of transitions (1s) on data wires by exploiting
spatial locality across adjacent data wires. (Notice that all of
the inversion control bits are transferred on the mode wire.)
As shown in Figure 6, STFL-DDR applies data encoding
to every array of 8 × 8 data bits. Each row of the array is
assigned to a data wire. Four vertical and eight horizontal
mode bits are generated for every 8 × 8 data array. STFLDDR uses two phases to reduce the number of 1s (transitions) without incurring significant overhead.
In the first phase, every pair of adjacent columns are
XORed. For each computed result, if the Hamming weight
is greater than four, the leftmost column of the pair is
inverted and the corresponding vertical mode bit is set to 1.
As a result of this bitwise inversion, the similarity between
adjacent columns increases that helps to reduce the number
of ones in the second phase.3 In the second phase, STFLDDR computes the Hamming weight of each row separately.
If the result is greater than four, the row is inverted and its
horizontal mode bit is set to 1 (left of Figure 6). Increasing
the similarity between columns in the first phase results in
having most bits of the rows set to either 0 or 1. Hence,
the proposed techniques can significantly reduce the total
number of 1s, while it is guaranteed that every row does
not contain more than four 1s.4
4.4

STFL-DDR Clock Frequency

The proposed STFL-DDR interface employs a reference 1600
MHz clock frequency. We do not allow a variety of time
scales for 0s and 1s. 1s are only allowed to be transferred at
the half frequency of zeros; therefore, a single clock reference
3. We also observed that this technique can reduce the total number
of transitions per data blocks.
4. This requirement is forced by STFL to limit the transmission delay.

is sufficient for synchronization.The transmission frequency
is set to 1600MHz (the same as the mode wire); however,
STFL-DDR encoding guarantees that the required frequency
for sending transitions on the data bus does not exceed
800MHz. We inject dummy zeros after each 1 as explained
in Section 3. This means that for sending 8-bit with at most
4 ones, we add 4 dummy zeros and send them with the
frequency of 1600MHZ. In DDR we can send 2 bits in each
cycle time; however, in STFL, we send 8 data bits in 6 cycle
time, which means that we can send 1.33 bits in each cycle
time. Accordingly, the bandwidth of the STFL (2.13 Gps)
is equal to the bandwidth of a DDR that works with the
frequency of 1066 MHz. The proposed interface employs a
reference 1600 MHz clock and an appropriate encoding and
signaling mechanism to significantly improve the energy
efficiency of data movement in DRAM interface. As shown
in Figure 4, the 1600MHz STFL-DDR provides a memory
bandwidth almost equal to that of the 1066 MHz DDR4
interface at a significantly lower power.
Due to the dual-data rate of DRAM interface, STFL-DDR
transfers data bits on both edges of the clock. Therefore,
transferring an 8 × 8 data array (i.e., 64 bits) between CPU
and a DRAM chip requires 6 DDR clock cycles. (This paper
employs a 1600MHz clock for STFL-DDR that provides the
same bandwidth as in a DDR4 1066 MHz interface.)
Overall, the proposed mechanism further reduces the
dynamic power consumption of STFL-DDR in the unterminated data wires by decreasing the number of transitions
(1s) while it sends and receives data bits at high performance rate.

5

E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

We evaluate area, performance, power, and energy of STFLDDR based on hardware synthesis with a 45nm CMOS
technology library [24]. The synthesis results are scaled to
22nm using the scaling parameters provided by the prior
work [25]. Our SPICE models for the interfacing circuits are
based on the PTM [26] high-performance 22nm transistors.
We use the HSPICE simulator to estimate the delay and
energy overheads. To evaluate the overall energy and performance potentials of the interconnects in DRAM, CACTI
IO [27], Micron power calculator [28], [29], and DRAMPower [30] are used. We use McPAT [31] to estimate the
overall processor power consumption.
5.1

Processor Architecture

We employ a heavily modified ESESC simulator [32] to
model a multicore processor system that includes data along
with every memory request for calculating the dynamic
energy, accurately. The multicore system comprises four
OoO cores with private L1 cache and a shared 4MB LLC
interfaced to two DRAM channels. The simulation parameters for the processor are shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1
Processor architectural parameters.
Core
four 4-issue OoO cores, 128 ROB entries, 3.2 GHz
IL1/DL1 cache
32KB, 4-way, LRU, 64B block, hit/miss delay 1/1
shared L2 cache 4MB, 8-way, LRU, 64B block, hit/miss delay 8/2, MESI protocol
Temperature
360 K (77 ◦ C)
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5.1.1 Methodology
We evaluate and compare STFL-DDR interfaces with the
state-of-the-art encoding and signaling techniques such
as the conventional binary encoding, bus invert coding [11], BD encoding [20], DESC [13], SETS [17], and twodimensional block coding with CAFO [16]. Furthermore, we
model a low power (LP) baseline using low power wires
for both last level cache and DRAM interface. We use low
voltage-swing wires in the LLC H-trees and unterminated
LPDDR3 wires in the DRAM IO interface. We develop two
versions of the bus invert coding optimized for power in
data wires: DBI-LLC is used to reduce the switching activity
of on-chip wires for LLC and DBI-DDR is developed to
reduce the total number of transferred 1s over the DDR4
wires. Similarly, two versions of CAFO and BD encoding are
developed for reducing the switching activity and number
of 1s in cache and DRAM. CAFO-LLC is applied to data
blocks while the size is 8 × 8 bits; whereas, CAFO-DDR
is optimized for the burst length of DRAM by encoding
8 × 16 data blocks. We also adopt two optimized versions
of history-based BD encoding with 64- and 32-entry tables
for DRAM and LLC interfaces, respectively. DESC and SETS
require excessive time and wire overheads that make them
largely inefficient solutions for DDR interfaces.5 As a result,
these two techniques are applied only to the last level cache
interface.
To account for the energy and delay overheads of the
STFL coding, we consider reusing the existing components
from LPDDR3 and DDR4 DRAM devices. However, more
energy-efficiency and better performance are expected to be
achievable through a custom design. We use the clocking
circuits and pseudo open drain wires for mode bits from a
1600MHz DDR4 device, while the data wires are borrowed
from an 800MHz LPDDR3 device.
5.1.2 DRAM Performance and Energy Model
We implement a detailed model of a two-channel DRAM
system for the proposed and baseline systems to carry out
all the cycle-accurate performance simulations and energy
estimation in the ESESC simulator [32]. As the same DRAM
core technology is used for all the evaluated systems, we
set the timing parameters based on a DDR4-2133 device
(Table 2).6 We calculate the burst time (tBU RST ) based on
the requirements of each interface: it is set to 6 for STFLDDR and 4 otherwise. Notice that 6 STFL-DDR cycles at
1600MHz result in about the same amount of transmission
time as 4 DDR4 cycles at 1066MHz (3.75 ns). However, the 4
LPDDR3 cycles at 800MHz requires 33% more transmission
time than STFL-DDR and DDR4 interfaces.
TABLE 2
DRAM timing parameters (ns).
DDR4 [6]

tRCD: 14.16, tCL: 13.32, tWL: 16, tCCD: 4, tWTR: 7.5, tWR: 12,
tRTP: 7.5, tRP: 13.32, tRRD: 4, tRAS: 32, tRC: 45.32, tFAW: 30

Table 3 shows the parameters used for DRAM energy
calculation using different interfaces. DRAM core parameters are common for all three interfaces. However, the
5. DESC employs a temporal encoding mechanism that requires a
maximum of 16 cycles; where, SETS needs either 4× pins or time to
transfer a byte.
6. Notice that appropriate conversion of the parameters to DRAM
cycles is necessary according to the frequency of each interface.

IO related parameters are set according to the components
that exist in each interface. For example, IDD3 parameters7
mainly account for the clocking circuit in the standby mode;
therefore, we use the same values as in the 1600MHz DDR4
for STFL-DDR. To compute the data movement energy on
wires, STFL-DDR employs two values for each read and
write IDD4 parameters. The two values correspond to the
mode and data wires.
TABLE 3
DRAM power parameters (mA).
IDD3P
IDD3N
IDD4R
IDD4W

DDR4
33
57
135
117

LPDDR3
10
47
265
294

STFL-DDR
35
63
170/265
154/294

IDD0
IDD2P
IDD2N
IDD5B

Common in All
56
22
41
297

Table 4 shows voltage, energy/bit, termination and
switching power values for all the DDR4 and LPDDR3.
STFL-DDR employs LPDDR3 (800MHz) low power wires
TABLE 4
Voltage, energy/bit, and termination power values [33], [34]
Parameter
VDDQ
energy/bit (PJ/bit )
termination Read power (mW )
termination Write power (mW)
switching power (mW)

DDR4
1.2
7.4
16.2
14.0
3.4

LPDDR3
1.2
2.6
4.14

for data only; while, the corresponding clock data recovery
circuits [35], [36], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42]—e.g.,
PLL or DLL units—are connected to high performance wires
operating at a 2× faster clock rate (i.e., 1600MHz). Mode
bits are sent over DDR4 wires. The fixed ratio between the
two frequency domains eliminates the need for transmitting multiple clock references for data recovery. Therefore,
similar to the prior work on reliable and low-jitter clock
data recovery [43], [44], [45], a frequency divider converts
the high-frequency clock to an appropriate reference for
recovering data from the low power wires. Therefore, STFLDDR is able to employ the high frequency clock and division
circuits for data equalization [44], [46], [47] and double-edge
signal alignment [45], [48] at the receiver.
5.1.3

Applications

A mix of twelve parallel applications from Phoenix [49],
NAS [50], and SPLASH-2 [51] benchmark suites are used to
evaluate the impact of STFL codes on both memory intensive and non-intensive applications. We run the simulations
until completion for power, and performance evaluations.
Table 5 summarizes the evaluated benchmarks and their
input sets.
5.2

Applying STFL to Cache

In this Section, we briefly review how to employ STFL at the
last level cache interface [5].
5.2.1

Applying STFL to Large Caches

On-chip last level caches are performance critical components in modern computer systems that occupy significant
die area and consume considerable amounts of energy. Due
7. IDD3N represents the current flowing through the DRAM when at
least one bank is active; IDD3P is the current when an external clock is
on during the power-down mode.
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Transmitted Data (64 bytes)

TABLE 5
Applications and data sets.
Label
FT
IS
MG
CG
BT
RAY
OCN
FFT
LU
BRN
HIST
WCNT

Benchmarks
Fourier Transform
Integer Sort
Multi-Grid
Conjugate Gradient
Block Tri-diagonal
Ray Trace
Ocean
FFT
LU
Barnes
Histogram
Word Count

Suite
NAS OpenMP
NAS OpenMP
NAS OpenMP
NAS OpenMP
NAS OpenMP
SPLASH-2
SPLASH-2
SPLASH-2
SPLASH-2
SPLASH-2
Phoenix
Phoenix

Input
Class A
Class A
Class A
Class A
Class A
car
514x514 ocean
1048576 data points
1024 × 1024 Matrix
16K particles
100MB file
10MB text file

𝛼
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𝛽
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STFL Encoders
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mode wire
STFL Decoders
Reception Buffers
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Received Data (64 bytes)

Fig. 9. Illustrative example of transferring a 64-byte cache block using the
STFL-LLC interface.

to the large interconnects used for transferring data in lastlevel caches, accessing a data block necessitates expending
a large amount of dynamic energy. To address this problem,
STFL-LLC is used to optimize the cache energy by reducing
the number of wire flips in the interconnects.
Mat

Cache
Bank

Sub-array
Bank

Cache
Controller

Bank level
Vertical Horizontal
H-tree
H-tree
H-tree
Fig. 8. Hierarchical organization of an example last-level cache with
eight banks.

As shown in Figure 8, large caches are typically organized as a hierarchy of banks, sub-banks, mats, subarrays, and multiple H-trees that are disciplined by a cache
controller. Independent banks are accessed simultaneously
through a bank-level H-tree; each bank comprises a group
of sub-banks that share the wires of a vertical H-tree; within
every sub-bank, multiple mats are connected to a horizontal
H-tree and supply different bits of the cache block in a bit
parallel fashion. The number of subarrays inside each mat
is always 4. The optimal number of banks, subbanks and
mats explored through CACTI [52] to minimize energydelay product (EDP) . Every read and write access requires moving data over long and capacitive wires within
the H-trees, which results in significant delay and power
consumption [13], [53]. STFL-LLC reduces the overall data
movement energy in the cache interconnects through (1)
using low power wires in data H-trees, and (2) integrating a
set of STFL transmitters and receivers in the mats and cache
controller to perform data transmission.
We apply STFL to the input and output data buses
transferring a cache block between the cache controller and
the selected mats during every cache access. Figure 9 depicts
transferring a 64-byte cache block using an STFL-LLC interface with 16 groups. STFL divides every cache block into
multiple groups of four bytes. Each group is converted to
four STFL codewords transferred over four low power data
wires. STFL employs an existing low power wire to transfer
the encoding modes used for the four codewords. Finally,
the receiver detects the signals and converts the codes to the
original data block.

5.2.2 Data Encoding with STFL-LLC
The proposed STFL-LLC mechanism exploits the similarities
between adjacent bytes (i.e., spatial locality) in every cache
block to reduce the Hamming weight of the codewords.
This optimization is implemented through defining multiple
encoding modes for every byte (α) to be transferred. The
STFL-LLC encoder estimates the energy and delay costs
for all of the possible codewords through computing the
Hamming weight (Φ) of each candidate. Therefore, STFLLLC selects the codeword with less Hamming weight to
be transferred for the data byte. Table 6 shows the three
possible encoding modes and the corresponding codewords
for every α. The mode is set to 000 if the original data
(α) is selected as the codeword. This mode is useful for
transferring low Hamming weight bytes, such as 00000000.8
STFL-LLC employs mode 01D for transferring the inverted
data (α) to reduce the number of 1s in heavy bytes, such
as 11111111. The 1D0 mode is used for transferring the
difference between α and its adjacent byte β within the same
group. Notice that the mode bits of each group are serially
transferred on a low power wire, thereby requiring a D after
every 1.
TABLE 6
STFL-LLC encoding.
Condition
(Φ(α) 6 4) ∧ (Φ(α ⊕ β) < Φ(α))
(Φ(α) > 4) ∧ (Φ(α ⊕ β) > Φ(α))
Otherwise

Codeword
α⊕β
α
α

Mode
1D0
01D
000

One difficulty in mode 1D0 that computes codewords
by XORing the adjacent bytes is the possibility of forming
long chains of XORs at the decode time. To avoid delay
and energy overheads, STFL-LLC limits the XOR coding
in mode 1D0 to every data group only. The rightmost
byte of each group may be XORed with a fixed constant
value (01010101) rather than its adjacent byte. 9 Figure 10
illustrates the proposed encoding mechanism for STFL-LLC.
The encoder employs two population counters and a simple
encoding logic to prepare data prior to transmission on
a data wire. Based on Table 6, the logic generates three
mode bits indicating which encoding is applied to the data
(α). STFL-LLC generates a total of 12 mode bits for all of
the bytes in every data group and transmits them using a
single mode wire. Similarly, the decoder employs Table 6
8. Prior work [13] shows that about 30% of the transferred bytes may
be zero.
9. Our studies indicate that XORing with a constant value that
provides a code equally distant from the true and inverted value of
the original byte results in a lower number of ones.
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Fig. 10. Illustrative example of the STFL-LLC encoder and decoder.

Figure 11 shows how an 8-bit codeword is transferred
over an example STFL interface that includes three mechanisms for transmitting codewords, receiving signals, and
transferring mode bits. The transmitter sends each codeword by generating a set of transition signals on the data
wire; the receiver detects those transitions and recovers the
original data.

STFL-LLC Transmitter
Transition
Delay Injector Generator
Shift Register

F
F

Level
Converter

Shift
8-bit
Codeword

Transmitting Mode Bits. Unlike codewords, mode bits can
be directly converted to the transition signals on the wire
with no need for delay injection. The STFL-LLC encoder
generates a total of 12 mode bits for every four data bytes,
where 1s are spaced out by dummy 0s in the resultant bit
pattern. Similarly to the data codewords, transferring the
mode bits requires 12 cycles. Figure 12 shows how the mode
bits are transmitted on a low-power wire.

8-bit
Codeword

Low Power Wire

F
Level
Converter Transition
Detector

Shift Register
Shift
STFL-LLC Receiver

Fig. 11. Transferring data codewords in STFL-LLC.

Transmitting Encoded Data. To ensure the transition signals
are properly generated for each codeword, multiple steps
are followed by the STFL-LLC transmitter. First, STFL-LLC
stores the eight-bit codeword generated by the encoder
in a parallel-in, serial-out shift register. (Due to using the
encoding modes as explained in Table 6, it is guaranteed
that every codeword contains no more than four 1s.) STFL
reads the code bits serially read from the shift register and
converts into transition signals using a transition generator
comprising a latch and an XOR gate. A delay injector
controls the shift register and maintains the previous output
of the shift register. The delay injector is connected to
the shift register via an (active low) shift signal; every 1
transmitted in the previous cycle disables the shift register
in the current cycle, thereby injecting a D after every 1 in the
code. Since the shift register can now contain up to four 1s,
the longest generated codeword is 12 bits long. To avoid the
complexity of variable length encoding, the transmitter is
set to produce fixed 12-bit codes (zero padding is required
for the codes with fewer 1s). The STFL codes are serially
fed into a transition generator circuit that translates every 1
into a flip on its output. Finally, STFL-LLC employs the level
converter to prepare the signals prior to transmission on the

12-bit
mode

Transition
Generator
F

Mode Wire

Level
Converter

Shift
Level
Converter

Shift Register

𝛽

low-power wires by converting from full to low-swing.10

Shift Register

to convert the received codewords into the original data. In
addition to the encoder and decoder units, STLF employs
a transmitter and a receiver to generate and detect the
corresponding signals with every codeword.

Fig. 12. Transferring mode bits in STFL-LLC.

Receiving STFL-LLC Signals. The STFL receiver employs
the level converter to convert the domain of signals transferred on the low power wires. It makes use of a transition
detector, consisting of an XOR gate and a flip-flop, to
convert the transition signals into 1s (Figures 11 and 12).
From data wires, the result is sent to a serial-in, parallelout shift register. On every cycle, a newly detected bit is
fed to the shift register; moreover, the same bit controls
the shift operation. Every 0 results in shifting the content
and inserting the bit in the register; a 1, however, disables
the shift operation and overwrites the previously sampled
value—which is a dummy 0. Therefore, STFL removes all
of the additional delay cycles by the transmitter at the
receiver. Finally, the result is sent to the STFL-LLC decoder
for extracting the original data block (Figure 10).

6

E VALUATION

In this section, we first present the area, energy, and delay
overheads of the STFL encoder and decoder as compared to
the baseline systems. Next, the energy and performance potentials of STFL and the baseline systems will be explained.
6.1

Synthesis Results

Table 7 shows area, critical path delay, and power consumption of the encoders and decoders used for 64-bit DRAM
interfaces using DBI, BD, CAFO, DESC, SETS, as well as
STFL. Overall, the area, delay, power, and energy overheads
of the encoders and decoders are negligible as compared
with the interface circuits and data wires. However, each
encoding mechanism may significantly impact the overall
system performance through indirect overheads such as
consuming significant static energy due to long encoding
latency, degrading the energy-efficiency, and increasing the
cache and memory footprint. As shown in the table, STFL
consumes less area overhead compared to BD and CAFO
with comparable delay and power overheads. The impacts
of these delay and power overheads are evaluated in the
final results.
10. Notice that a shared H-tree is used to connect the sub-banks
within every bank (Figure 8). Similarly to the prior work on DESC [13],
we employ a re-generator circuit for transferring the transition signals
on shared data wires.
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Overhead of various encoders and decoders.

Interface
DBI-DDR
STFL-DDR
BD-DDR
CAFO

Encoder
Delay
(ns)
0.176
0.831
0.74
0.705

Power
(mW )
0.16
0.49
0.38
1.41

Area
(µm2 )
25.536
102.144
3195.358
51.072

Decoder
Delay
(ns)
0.016
0.071
0.24
0.033

Power
(mW )
0.43
0.71
0.33
0.71

Energy

This section presents the potential energy savings of STFL
as compared with the other baseline mechanisms when
applied to the DRAM interface. We also assess the system
energy including cache, CPU cores, and DRAM.
6.2.1

DRAM Interface Optimization

Figure 14 shows the impact of various encoding mechanisms on the DRAM interface energy including switching
and termination. This experiment accounts for the additional energy required for encoding, decoding, and transferring mode bits. The proposed STFL-DDR codes reduce
the DRAM interface energy by an average of 72% for all of
the benchmark applications. CAFO and BD are successful in
reducing the termination energy of the wires by decreasing
the total number of transferred 1s. These techniques, however, are not able to completely eliminate the termination
energy, which is equal to not sending 1s. In contrast, STFLDDR and LPDDR3 employ unterminated wires that translate to a lower energy consumption. LPDDR3 has a limited
bandwidth due to the unterminated wires; whereas, STFLDDR recovers the bandwidth loss through STFL codes, and
further reduces the wire energy by lowering the switching
activity.11 On average, STFL-DDR achieves a 17% reduction
in DRAM interface energy over LPDDR3. DBI reduces the
termination energy by decreasing the Hamming weight of
the data blocks via bus inversion. CAFO applies a two dimensional bus invert codes to further reduce the Hamming
weights. Unlike DBI and CAFO, BD encoding reduces both
the number of 1s and the bit flips by exploiting data similarity. STFL-DDR and LPDDR3 mechanisms significantly benefits from unterminated wires to reduce energy reduction for
data transfer. However, STFL-DDR is able to reduce further
interface energy due to reducing the switching energy via
data encoding. The combination of both data encoding and
exploiting unterminated wires results in superior energy
savings compared to all of the baseline systems.
DRAM Interface Energy
Normalized to Binary
Encoding on DDR4

DBI-DDR

BD-DDR

CAFO-DDR

LPDDR3

STFL-DDR

1
0.8

DBI-DDR

Fig. 14. Total DRAM interface energy consumed by STFL and other baseline
systems when they are applied only to DRAM.

Figure 15 shows the overall DRAM energy when the
proposed STFL -DDR and baseline mechanisms are applied

LPDDR3

STFL-DDR

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

when they are applied only to DRAM.

6.2.2 System Energy Optimization
To assess the overall energy saving potentials of STFL coding in computer systems, we consider applying STFL and
the baseline encodings to both last level cache and DRAM
interfaces. Figure 13 shows the system energy consumption
of various baselines and STFL normalized to the conventional binary encoding system. The results indicate that
STFL improves the average system energy by 25%; whereas,
LP saves only 19% of the system energy, on average. When
normalized to LP, STFL reduces the overall system energy
by 8%. Both these techniques provide better system energy
savings as compared with the other baselines (i.e., DBI,
CAFO, and BD encoding) that rely on high performance
wires.
Figure 16 shows the total system power consumed for
STFL and baseline systems. STFL consumes an average
power similar to LP. This proves that the efficiency of STFL
comes from a reduced execution time while the power
consumption is kept low.
DBI

0.4
0

CAFO-DDR

0.8

0.6
0.2

BD-DDR

1

Fig. 15. Total DRAM energy consumed by STFL and other baseline systems

System Power Normalized
to Binary Encoding

6.2

Area
(µm2 )
78.044
1642.284
3195.358
2638.72

to the DRAM IO wires. STFL-DDR reduces the overall
DRAM energy by 26% averaged across all of the evaluated benchmark applications. CAFO and BD encoding
techniques achieve 18% and 11% energy reductions, respectively. LPDDR3 achieves an average of 22% energy
reduction, which is close to STFL-DDR. The main reason for
the marginal improvement of STFL-DDR over LPDDR3 is
the fact that most of the evaluated applications can tolerate
the bandwidth degradations imposed by LPDDR3.12 This
point becomes clearer if we take a closer look at individual applications. For example, BT is a memory intensive
application that consumes 15GBps of DRAM bandwidth.
Our simulations on BT indicate average DRAM energy
reductions of 43% and 53% for STFL-DDR and LPDDR3,
respectively. As BT’s performance heavily depends on the
DRAM bandwidth, a bandwidth degradation by LPDDR3
results in consuming more DRAM static power; therefore,
a bandwidth boost through STFL-DDR coding becomes
important.
DRAM Energy
Normalized to Binary
Encoding on DDR4

TABLE 7

BD

CAFO

LP
VFS

STFL

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Fig. 16. Total system power consumed by STFL and other baseline systems
when they are applied to both LLC and DRAM.

11. We observed that more energy is consumed during a switching
on an unterminated wire than a terminated one.

12. This was also observed by prior work on DRAM energy proportionality [1].
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Normalized to
Binary Encoding
on HP

DBI

BD

CAFO

STFL

9

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
OCN

FT

CG

BT

MG

WCNT

IS

LU

HIST

BRN

FFT

Fig. 13. Total system energy consumed by the STFL and other baseline systems when they are applied to both LLC and DRAM.

Performance

To evaluate the impact of STFL coding on system performance, we compute 1/execution time for all the benchmark applications in two system configurations: 1) DRAM
IO is optimized, and 2) both cache and DRAM interfaces are
optimized.

System Performance
Normalized to Binary
Encoding on HP

DBI

6.3

LP

BD

CAFO

RAY

LP

Average

STFL

1.05
0.9
0.75
0.6
0.45
0.3
0.15
0

Fig. 18. Total system performance of the STFL and other baseline systems
when they are applied to both LLC and DRAM.

DRAM Interface Optimization

6.4

We evaluate the impact of STFL and the baselines on performance when applied to only DRAM IO interface as shown
in Figure 17. This experiment shows that STFL provides
almost the same performance as that of the high performance (HP) DRAM interface. For different applications, BD
has between 1% to 4% better performance than STFL-DDR.
Except for OCN, IS, BRN and RAY, STFL-DDR has better
performance than CAFO. Notice on average, STFL-DDR
and CAFO show the same performance for the evaluated
benchmarks. As observed by prior work on PARDIS [54],
a delay in processing requests at the memory controller
may result in a different schedule that may improve or
worsen the system performance within a small margin.
The observed performance variance across the evaluated
systems is mainly due to this processing delay.
System Performance
Normalized to Binary
Encoding on DDR4

DBI-DDR

BD-DDR

CAFO-DDR

LPDDR3

STFL-DDR

1.04
1.02
1
0.98
0.96

Fig. 17. System performance of the STFL and other baseline systems when

Energy-Delay Product

Due to improving both energy and delay, STFL can significantly reduce the energy-delay product (EDP) of a contemporary multicore system. Figure 19 shows that STFL
improves the system EDP by 15% and 25% compared to
the binary encoding on LP and HP wires, respectively.

7
7.1

D ISCUSSION
Adapting STFL Coding to Data Patterns

As explained in Section 5.2.2, STFL-LLC employs three encoding modes to reduce the switching activity on the wires
based on the block contents. Figure 20 shows the usage of
each mode for all of the evaluated applications.13 The results
indicate that most of the transferred data bytes have low
Hamming weights and chose as the best codeword.

Mode Usage

6.3.1

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

1D0
01D
000

Fig. 20. Breakdown of STFL-LLC mode usage.

they are applied only to DRAM.

7.2
6.3.2

LLC and DRAM Interface Optimization

Figure 18 shows the average execution time when STFL and
the baseline mechanisms are used to optimize both the last
level cache and DRAM interfaces. As compared to LP, STFL
reduces the end-to-end execution time by an average of
7% across all the evaluated benchmarks. While LP incurs
10% increase in the overall execution time; STFL reduces
the loss down to less than 2% and achieves 98% of the
high-performance binary encoding baseline. CAFO and BD
encoding result in excessive bandwidth overheads in the last
level cache interface, thereby increasing the execution time
by 4% and 3%, respectively.

Exploiting Spatial Locality

We definespatial locality as the repetition of a bit value in the
same bit position of neighboring bytes. As a result, XORing
the adjacent bytes may lead to more zeros in codewords.
Notice that STFL does not solely rely on spatial locality
to reduce bit-flips. Most of the energy efficiency is due to
using low power signaling and a hybrid signaling/encoding
that guarantees a certain numbers of 1s per byte. Nevertheless, we observed the following average numbers of 1s
transferred over the DRAM across the evaluated benchmark
applications (Figure 21).
13. This study is also used to assign bit patterns to each mode: the
more frequently used mode is assigned to the code with less switchings
(1s).
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Fig. 19. Total energy delay product of the STFL and other baseline systems when they are applied to both LLC and DRAM.
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